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american truck simulator - dragon truck design pack

Great game.

I'm honestly having a blast playing a bit here and there, though after some progress through the cave I've noticed the towns folk
starting to vacate, and I don't know why!

Overall, I love it.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!!!!
You may be asking yourself why and here is your reasoning.
The game must have no scaling or something because once you shrink yourself for the first time in the very beginning there is a
vent which you have to go through. I tried to go to it as that is here you have to go to progress but there was a strange invisible
wall blocking it which is strange. So I thought to myself maybe I dont go there after a while I found out the game wants you to
go there but you go through the wall outside the map just to go around it. So the game is there but why am I now crawling
through a vent outside the map because the game thinks the walls are where they are not. I even got this game on sale and its not
worth it. All I can say is, if you liked the original Star Wolves and were as disappointed with SW2 as most other players, do give
SW3: Civil War a try. The quality is back where it needs to be, along with several new features, such as improved character skill
trees, new equipment, more ships and a new storyline that branches off into one of several different endings, depending on your
choices.
Fans of SW1 should seriously buy this game, makes for several dozen hours of mostly fun gameplay.. Does not retain clock
settings and a few other settings from one startup to the next. Crashed when I attempted to change opening book. 3D boards did
not work on Windows 7 32-Bit with Nvidia 3100M graphics card with 256 MB of video memory. The Nvidia 3100M, although
a business class card, has run all other video games extremely well. Couldn't find where to turn off the bloody arrows. I kept
turning off "Spy," but that was not apparently the correct setting to turn off the arrows. I'm 1800 USCF strength -- I know how
the pieces move!

The interface has changed greatly since the days of Chess Tiger 14 and Hiarcs 8 on disk. I have both. Seeing what has happened
to the Fritz interface since then is like going to your high school 5-year reunion and seeing the short, skinny, and very cute
ginger tomboy who sat next to you in English class whom you always regretted never asking for a date waddle in weighing about
450 pounds. You drop your drink, wet your pants, run screaming out of the reunion, and vow never ever to get married.. I
enjoyed playing this a lot but probably wouldn't recommend it to others due to all the issues. It feels a bit like an abandoned
early access game.

Pros:

 Lots of busy work - wash the dishes, take out the trash, prep ingredients, rearrange your storage, etc. There's always
something to do. The game gives you lots of time before and after work time to get everything organised.

 Lots of new ingredients, meals, customers and upgrades keep it fun for a long time. Cons:

 Customers will just come in and order things you've never made before, and there's no help with figuring out the
recipes. You end up just buying everything because you have no idea what you need which makes storage a
nightmare.

 As the ingredients you can buy are random each day, you often are unable to buy core ingredients. E.g. at the
start a lot of your recipes are tomato based but you can go days without being able to buy more tomatoes.

 The game will randomly handicap you and there's no way of playing around it. Sometimes the machines break
for half the day and that's it - they're just broken and you can't make anything. You just have to stand there and
wait til it's over. I got a notice saying there won't be many customers that day, and then you only have 2-3
customers that day. Nothing you can do about it.
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 Laggy. It starts off fine but after about 30 mins of playing I get lag that increases in severity the longer I play. It
fixes itself if I restart the game but I have to do this constantly.

 The art style isn't great. It's not the worst thing ever though.. Decent game, way overhyped in the reviews/media
I read and saw about it before purchasing. Online Mode is a waste, nobody is ever on. Totally baffling they have
that as a selling point, do these guys not realize you have to have OTHER PEOPLE online to actually use the
mode? Arcade Mode is nothing special, fun at first but gets repetitive. If you know a ton of people who'd like to
play and have extra controllers then Local Mode could be fun.
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I LOVE the idea of being with the "bad guys", that is when you find out how unfair guns are!
I like how the navigation works and how strategic you have to be to coordinate your horde.
Man I had some real fun last night and I can't wait for the final release!!
Cheers!

. A poor man's Binding of issac, it's not too bad. I reccomend you get it on sale, the most I'd spend on it is 5$. It's the type of
game you play when you're bored and just want something to shoot at, or if you're at a friend's house when you're not included
in an activity or whatnot. Not alot of content, I rather like it for how simple it is, I've also heard it's easy. I haven't played a ton
yet but this game barely comes out with a positive review ratio. Get it on sale, I say it's worth the 3$ I dropped on it, not worth
the 10$ it's default price is at.. If you enjoy wave based shooting gallery bow and arrow vr games, this is one of many to choose
from. After about 6 hours I'm just now on the 5th stage of the first of two Queendoms populated with only slim, light-skinned
women. It may take you more or less time to get where I am depending on your ability to aim well, prioritize targets, dodge or
repel incoming enemy missile attacks, and make good hiring and purchase decisions between onslaught waves,

Each Queendom has 5 stages, and each stage has a minimum of four waves to complete. Scoring headshots regularly, and having
high accuracy, will increase the amount of gold you earn each wave. There are a plethora of enemy models with unique attack
types, movement, and special effects.

I definitely recommend this game in its current state if you're looking for a bow and arrow shooting gallery vr game with a
variety of enemy models and attacks, the use of roomscale for dodging or hiding behind walls to defend from incoming attacks,
a campaign with additionial stages that unlock as you complete them, and a minigame which allows you to defend your castle
with hirelings.. The moment I booted up the game, I could tell... This is an incredibly less polished sci-fi version of Battle
Brothers. And for a game of this genre, If you try to see if it gets good or not along the way, you are out of refund time. If you
really, really like the theme, go for it. Otherwise, if you enjoy the genre, Battle Brothers is better.. make it rain with this pack.
*Pixel art looks cool.
*Fun when bored.
*very annoying but still fun.

8\/10

i reccommend it if you like puzzle games. The puzzles are very difficult making it fun (unless you hate to loose).. Here is my
first time gameplay video: https:\/\/youtu.be\/P3tCBbFyyIA

I also review other games on my channel: www.youtube.com\/c\/thefishstick

The arrow upgrades are neat; my favorite is the dynomite one. The game runs smooth and has never crashed on me.

Honestly right when I started the game I though it was pretty nifty. After making it to 10+ waves a couple of times and having to
start all the way over every time I became tired of it pretty quick. There are 30 waves total; i wish there was something that let
you retry a couple of times before having to completely start over.

Also, In the video at the end I recommend the game; honestly after thinking about it I would recommend this game if it was
more a long the lines of $2.99 but not at it's current price. Sorry =\/ Great game for the kiddos none the less.
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